Healthy Bastards

by Dave Baldwin

Reviewed by Dr Lannes Johnson, Clinical Director Harbour Health

My first impression from the title and skimming the illustrations and text, was, ‘Oh dear!’ However any negativity was rapidly dispelled and, although I am favourably biased towards any effort that improves men’s health, I have to say now, that this book a great read and a ‘must’ for any family that contains, or intends to contain, human males of any age.

Baldwin, an experienced GP and pilot (Bulls Flying Doctor Service) has self-published the book as an ‘accessible guide for the everyday Kiwi bloke’. His use of humour makes for an easy read and assists in getting pertinent points across; most GPs do use humour to ease communications, and in a way this book is no different although more outlandish. The blokish Gav McAvedy character, alias you the reader, by projection makes pertinent points personal. The illustrations contain more humour than anatomical detail but do give light relief and ‘display’ the body’s organs under discussion.

The use of paragraph captions highlights important points, for example in chapter 2 on hypertension, ‘high blood pressure will bugger your heart’; ‘high blood pressure will bugger your brain’ and ‘high blood pressure will bugger lots of other things too’.

Each of the chapters begins with a half-page key points summary—excellent in itself. I found in general the clinical content is more than adequate for each subject, although I was disappointed that Baldwin did not enlighten blokes more on the main gender-specific cancer; prostate cancer was afforded only one page of 13 in the chapter, ‘Gav’s prostate gland, pecker failure and infections of the privates’. The concluding topic, Chapter 13, ‘A section on sheilas’, will be, I am sure, very useful for blokes of all descriptions, especially young blokes. Possibly a chapter on adolescent and young blokes’ health will be included in the next edition?

The index and bibliography (‘commonly used terms bandied around by brainy bastards’) are basic but comprehensive for the general reader. An omission, important in this internet-based age, is the complete lack of useful reference websites. These could be included at the conclusion of each chapter.

There are several strong messages men and boys will gain from reading this book; the value of a healthy lifestyle, an understanding of important symptoms, and the invitation to see your GP before it is too late. All actions begin with a conversation and, if the conversation Dr Dave has begun results in more NZ men having comprehensive health checks and dealing with their health issues, the country will be improved in respect of both health and productivity.

I would encourage GPs to recommend this book to their patients.